Legislative Council Chamber.
5 September 1853.

Sir,

Have the honor, by direction of the Select Committee of the Legislative Council, to transmit to youCopy of the communications made by Dr. Safford to the President of the Senate, on the subject of introducing Small Pox into this State, and to request that you will peruse them with your usual thoroughness, view the means proposed as practicable, and likely to be beneficial as a preventative.

I am also requested to forward your copy of the probable facts of a Legislative Convention meeting vaccinations compulsory, as well as any general suggestions you may be enabled to make as to the best means of acting.

Yours,

Dr. Safford.

.part form not.
I respectfully acknowledge the receipt of the copy of the resolution of the General Assembly, and the accompanying papers. I desire to express my desire to comply with the wishes of the Committee, and to do all in my power to carry into effect your instructions. I shall be happy to have your directions with respect to the measure which you have in view.

J. [Signature]

[Handwritten note:]

March 28, 1831

[Handwritten note:]

To the President of the Senate:

I have the honor to submit the enclosed papers, which contain the proceedings of the Committee of the Whole of the Senate, on the bill for the incorporation of the State Bank of the State of New York.

[Handwritten note:]

[Signature]